Introduction
With the feature size of integrated circuits entering into the nanometer scale, the control of grown-in defects in Czochralski (CZ) silicon has become a matter of signicant technology issue. The grown-in oxygen precipitates exert substantial inuence on oxygen precipitation and its related internal gettering (IG) capability [1] . It has been recently reported that the IG eciencies are remarkably dierent along the axial direction of wafer, due to the dierent densities and sizes of grown-in oxygen precipitates [2] . Generally, the grown-in oxygen precipitates are too small to be observed by the common light-scattering and etching techniques. Even for transmission electron microscopy (TEM), it is generally appropriate for revealing the grown-in defects in size larger than 20 nm [3] .
Kissinger et al. [4, 5] have developed a method to obtain the grown-in oxygen precipitate density spectra of silicon wafers, which show the density of grown-in oxygen precipitates versus the corresponding stability temperature. In this method, the ramping annealing procedures enable the grown-in oxygen precipitates at dierent stability temperatures to grow into larger sizes, which exceeds the detection limit of the common light-scattering and etching techniques. Following that, the oxygen precipitate density spectra are obtained by calculating the dierence between the oxygen precipitate densities arisen from two successive starting temperatures of the ramping annealing.
It is well known that the grown-in oxygen precipitates can serve as as the heterogeneous nucleation sites for * corresponding author; e-mail: mxyoung@zju.edu.cn copper (Cu) precipitation [6] . In this work, we have investigated the correlation between Cu precipitation and grown-in oxygen precipitates along the radial direction in a 300 mm CZ silicon wafer. It is found that the tendency of radial Cu precipitate distribution correlates well with that of the radial grown-in oxygen precipitate density spectra. Therefore, it is proposed that the Cu decoration in combination with preferential etching can be used to indirectly reect the grown-in oxygen precipitate distribution in a silicon wafer.
Experiment
One 300 mm diameter boron-doped 100 -oriented CZ silicon polished wafer with a resistivity about 10 Ωcm was utilized. The crystal growth of 300 mm CZ silicon ingot was performed on a Keyex MCZ 150 crystal puller equipped with a cusp magnetic eld. Appropriate hot zone and pulling rate prole were adopted to enable the silicon crystal to be of vacancy-type defect. The interstitial oxygen concentration ([O i ]) of the wafer was (1.04 ± 0.03) × 10 18 cm −3 , measured by a Bruker IFS 66v/s Fourier transformation infrared spectrometer (FTIR) with a calibration coecient of 3.14×10 17 cm −2 . The silicon wafer was divided into ve regions along the radial direction, as schematically shown in Fig. 1 .
Specimens with size of 2 × 2 cm 2 were taken from the ve regions, labeled as S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5, respectively. It should be mentioned that several specimens were taken in each region for dierent treatments. To investigate Cu precipitation, the specimens from the ve regions were rstly dipped into 1 mol/l CuCl 2 solution for 20 min. After drying, they were annealed at 1000
• C for 3 min and then cooled down with a rate of ≈ 30 • C/s. It should be mentioned that the duration of 3 min denitely enabled the interstitial Cu (Cu i ) atoms to diuse throughout the whole wafer [7, 8] . Such annealed specimens were chemically polished for 1 min using mixed Moreover, to clarify the inuence of grown-in oxygen precipitates on Cu precipitation in the specimens taken from dierent regions in the silicon wafer, the S1 (in the center region) and S5 (in the edge region) specimens received a prior rapid thermal processing (RTP) at 1250
• C for 60 s in argon ambient, with an average cooling rate of 3
• C/s. It should be mentioned that the RTP with such a small cooling rate will not inject considerable amount of vacancies in silicon, which will not have signicant eect on Cu precipitation. Subsequently, the two specimens received the above-mentioned thermal treatment for Cu precipitation.
In order to obtain the density of grown-in oxygen precipitates, four specimens taken from each region received 8 h anneal at 1150
• C ramped up from 500, 600, 700 and 800
• C, respectively, with a rate of 1
• C/min. Such annealing schemes used the same ramping rate as those described elsewhere [4] . At the ramping rate of 1
• C/min, the growth rate of oxygen precipitates is comparable to the increase of the critical radius of oxygen precipitate nuclei [4, 5] . A higher ramping rate, such as 3.3
• C/min or above, results in a faster increase of the critical radius of oxygen precipitate nuclei during annealing, and thus causes the shrink of smaller oxygen precipitate nuclei [5] . The densities of oxygen precipitates in such annealed specimens were measured by a Semilab SIRM-300 scanning infrared microscope (SIRM). According to the methodology presented by Kissinger et al. [4] , the defect density spectra were obtained by calculating the dierence between the oxygen precipitate densities arisen from two successive starting temperatures of the ramping annealing as mentioned above. That is, the oxygen precipitate density spectra can be calculated in terms of the following expressions:
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, and n OP (800 • C) are the SIRM measured oxygen precipitate densities after the ramping anneals starting from 500, 600, 700, and 800
• C, respectively. Thus, the calculated n grow (500 • C) is the density of oxygen precipitate nuclei, which is stable at 500
• C and shrinks at the temperatures of 600
• C and higher. 3 . Results and discussion Figure 2 shows the OM images of Cu precipitates in the specimens S15 taken along the radial direction of the 300 mm CZ silicon wafer. In all specimens the Cu precipitates are delineated as the aggregated or individual rods. Moreover, the density and size of Cu precipitates decrease from S1 to S5, namely, from the center to edge of the silicon wafer. Fig. 2 . OM images of the Cu precipitates formed in S15 specimens taken along the radial direction of wafer, which were subjected to annealing at 1000
• C for 3 min followed with an average cooling rate of 30 • C/s. Figure 3 shows the OM images of Cu precipitates in the specimens S1 and S5, which received the prior RTP at 1250
• C for 60 s. It should be mentioned that such a RTP with quite small cooling rate (3 • C/s) did not induce considerable vacancies in the specimens S1 and S5, which had nearly no inuence on the Cu precipitation during the subsequent annealing. As can be seen from Fig. 3 , the morphologies and densities of Cu precipitates in the two specimens exhibit no essential dierence. The Cu precipitates are delineated as the etching pits, which are based on the homogeneous nucleation driven by the supersaturation of Cu i atoms [9, 10] . Moreover, it has been proved that the RTP at 1250
• C can substantially dissolve the grown-in oxygen precipitates [6] . Therefore, the eect of grown-in oxygen precipitates on Cu precipitation in the two specimens S1 and S5 can be excluded. Based on the results as revealed in Figs. 2 and 3 , it is derived that the dierence in Cu precipitate density from the center to edge of the silicon wafer is pertaining to the radial distribution of grown-in oxygen precipitates. Figure 4 shows the grown-in oxygen precipitate density spectra for S15 specimens taken from dierent regions of the silicon wafer. Herein, the densities of the grown-in oxygen precipitates with stability temperatures of 500, 600, and 700
• C, respectively, are given. It can be seen that the densities of grown-in oxygen precipitates decrease from S1 to S5, i.e. from the center to the edge of the silicon wafer. According to Voronkov et al.'s theory [1113] , it is known that during the crystal growth the number of vacancies incorporated into the silicon crystal decreases from the center to the edge along the radial direction. Fig. 4 . Grown-in oxygen precipitates density spectra for the S15 specimens taken along the radial direction of 300 mm silicon wafer.
On the other hand, the post-growth cooling rate increases from the edge to the center of the silicon ingot. Therefore, in the case of vacancy-type crystal growth, it is believed that the vacancy-assisted oxygen precipitation during the crystal growth becomes ever-stronger from the edge to the center of silicon ingot. Concerning a silicon wafer, it is manifested that the density and size of grown-in oxygen precipitates decrease from the center to the edge, as shown in Fig. 4 . In view of the results of Figs. 2 and 4, we believe that the Cu precipitate density is positively correlative to the grown-in oxygen precipitate density. This is due to that the grown-in oxygen precipitates can serve as the heterogeneous nucleation centers for Cu precipitation.
Generally, the stress around the larger grown-in oxygen precipitates is larger than that around the smaller grown-in oxygen precipitates. Therefore, the nucleation energy barrier for Cu precipitation is lower at the larger grown-in oxygen precipitates than that at the smaller grown-in oxygen precipitates. Thus, the Cu i atoms are incline to precipitate on the larger grown-in oxygen precipitates. Like the case of oxygen precipitation, Cu precipitation is usually accompanied with ejection of interstitial silicon (Si i ) atoms due to the volume expansion. In certain regions, the supersaturated Si i atoms may aggregate into dislocations [14] . Then, Cu precipitate colonies form through the repeated aggregation of Cu i atoms on the climbing dislocations [15, 16] . In this context, the Cu precipitates are delineated as aggregated and individual rods as shown in Fig. 2 . As mentioned above, Cu precipitation occurred during the cooling of annealing at 1000
• C for 3 min. In such a short thermal cycle, most of the grown-in oxygen precipitates can survive. Obviously, the radial distribution of the survived grown-in oxygen precipitates has the same tendency as that shown in Fig. 4 . In consequence, the radial distribution of Cu precipitates should be essentially aected by the grown--in oxygen precipitates, that is, both the density and size of Cu precipitates decrease from the center to the edge of the silicon wafer.
Conclusion
In summary, the behaviors of Cu precipitation along the radial direction of the 300 mm CZ silicon wafer have been investigated. It is found that the grown-in oxygen precipitates can serve as the heterogeneous nucleation centers for Cu precipitation, leading to rod-like Cu precipitates. In the case of using the prior RTP at 1250
• C to dissolve the grown-in oxygen precipitates, the Cu precipitates based on the homogeneous nucleation driven by the supersaturation of Cu i atoms are delineated as the etching pits. Moreover, it is revealed that both the densities of grown-in oxygen precipitate and Cu precipitates decrease from the center to the edge along the radial direction of the silicon wafer. Therefore, the Cu precipitate density is positively correlated to the grown-in oxygen precipitate density. In a way, we can use Cu decoration in combination with preferential etching to indirectly reect the radial distribution of grown-in oxygen precipitate across a silicon wafer.
